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delices range
why should you have the delices range?
Quick and easy to use : autonomous, resistant, mobile and quiet.
Functional and chic range : whether to decorate, signalize, or to communicate,
the Delices fits for all events and all needs. Their multiple shapes, mixed with a
refined design, bring a clear added value of differenciation to any kind of event.
A tailored lighting : many sizes and shapes available, branding (vinyl graphics),
LEDs lamps, colors remotely controled thanks to the remote (in option).

markets

main features
> LED lamps
> On the floor, on water or hanged
from ceiling

> Indoor or outdoor use

Social events

Business

Cocktails, parties,
diners

Seminars,
trade fairs

Hospitality

Branding

Hotels, bars,
restaurants

Showroom, street
marketing, product launch

Festivals
concerts,
arts, culture

main strengths
> 11 unique shapes
To answer all the needs on any
kind of event

> White RGB LEDs
3 levels of brightness for white LEDs,
including a candle effect, colors
remotely controled box (in option)

> Strength of the structure
and materials
Shocks UV, chlorine ans salt
resistant

> Customization
Branding and signal thanks to
the vinyl graphics

> Easy to use
Wireless, autonomous and et
rechargeable, indoor as outdoor.
Charge station included.
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Ball

Illuseo

Cube
Dimensions (cm)

Rock

Flatball

So Fresh

Ball

35 x 35 x 35 43 x 43 x 43 Ø35

Ø50

Rock
30 x 31

Dew

Flatball
35 x 27

50 x 36

Egg

Zen

Vessel

Egg

Tower

Illuseo

So Fresh

Dew

Zen

Vessel

16 x 21

20 x 70

32 x 42

43 x 35

Ø28 x 30

Ø42 x 28

Ø28 x 39

Less than 5 min

Set up time
Type of lamps

LEDs

Power supply

100 V/60 Hz or 220 V/50 Hz
10 Watt

Power

50 000 hours

Life time

From 7 to 20 hours

Autonomy

Inventor and world leader of the lighting
balloon, Airstar lights up all your events
MADE IN
FRANCE

airstar
Tel: +33 (0)4 76 13 12 20
airstar-light.com
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